**STEP 7**
Raise bear claws on knees. Rotate bear arms up at shoulder pins and to the front, now they become shoulder mounted weapons as shown.

**STEP 8**
Separate chest panels to form robot arms. Flip fists out.

**STEP 9**
Lower abdominal panel and back panel.

**STEP 10**
Rotate bear head to reveal robot head.

**STEP 11**
Close abdominal and back panels after, rotating robot head into position.

**STEP 12**
Revolve robot head exposes 2 different faces.

**STEP 13**
Bat missile and super claw also work in robot mode as shoulder weapons.

**STEP 14**
You can also place bat in robot hands as shown.

**NOTE:**
Reverse the order of the instructions to convert back into bear.
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